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Media alert: Apple ships 29 million iPhone Xs in
Q4 2017
Palo Alto, Shanghai, Singapore and Reading (UK) – Tuesday, 23 January 2018

Apple shipped 29 million iPhone Xs in Q4 2017. This made it the world’s best-shipping
smartphone model over the holiday season.
Adoption was driven by upgrade demand in
operator-centric markets, where Apple’s installed
Apple ships 29 million iPhone Xs in Q4 2017base is high and customers can finance the cost
via @Canalys
of handsets over many months. Another notable
highlight for the iPhone X is that of the 29 million
shipped, 7 million were in China.
“The iPhone X performance is impressive for a device priced at US$999, but it is slightly below
industry expectations,” said Ben Stanton, Analyst at Canalys. “Apple struggled with supply issues in
early November, but achieved a massive uplift in production in late November and throughout
December. This helped it meet and even exceed demand in some markets by the end of the
quarter. One major benefit to Apple is that customers are increasingly realizing the residual value
of their old smartphones, opting for trade-in programs to offset the high price of the iPhone X. But
that big price tag, and Apple’s split launch strategy, still had an impact, and shipments were not
the fastest ever for an iPhone.”
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Apple’s iPhone SE, 6s, 7 and 8 models also shipped well in Q4. The older handsets are still popular
with iPhone users looking for value for money. “Apple is looking at its best performance to date,
all thanks to the massive changes it made to its portfolio in Q3,” said Canalys Analyst TuanAnh
Nguyen. “This strategy has hedged Apple’s risk as it upgrades the iPhone, in both design and user
experience. While new technologies, such as Face ID and bezel-less displays, help to justify the
US$999 price tag and maintain competitiveness with Samsung, Huawei and Google, having a larger
portfolio allows Apple to meet its overall shipment targets, and protect its market leadership in
the premium segment.”
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About Canalys
Canalys is an independent analyst company that strives to guide clients on the future of the
technology industry and to think beyond the business models of the past. We deliver smart
market insights to IT, channel and service provider professionals around the world. We stake our
reputation on the quality of our data, our innovative use of technology and our high level of
customer service.
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To receive media alerts directly, or for more information about our events, services or custom
research and consulting capabilities, please complete the contact form on our web site.
Alternatively, you can email press@canalys.com or call +1 650 681 4488 (Palo Alto, California,
USA), +65 6671 9399 (Singapore), +86 21 2225 2888 (Shanghai, China) or +44 118 984 0520
(Reading, UK).
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